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Abstract

Amphiphilic �-peptides, which are rationally designed synthetic oligomers, are es-

tablished biomimetic alternatives of natural antimicrobial peptides. The ability of these

biomimetic peptides to form helical amphiphilic conformation using small number of

residues provides a greater synthetic advantage over the naturally occurring antimi-

crobial peptides, which is reflected in more potent antimicrobial activity of �-peptides

than its naturally occurring counterparts. Here we address whether the distinct molec-

ular architecture of short-chain and rigid synthetic peptides compared to relatively long

and flexible natural antimicrobial peptides translates to a distinct mechanistic action

with membrane. By simulating the interaction of membrane with antimicrobial 10-

residue �-peptides at diverse range of concentrations we reveal spontaneous insertion of

�-peptides in the membrane interface at a low concentration and occurrence of partial

water leakage in the membrane at a high concentration. Intriguingly, unlike prototypi-

cal natural antimicrobial peptides, the water molecules leaked inside the membrane by
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these biomimetic peptides do not span entire membrane, as supported by free energy

analysis. As a major advancement, this work brings into lights the key distinction in

the membrane-activity of short synthetic biomimetic oligomers relative to the natural

long-chain antimicrobial peptides.
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Introduction

The development of bacterial resistance to conventional antibiotics is a major concern to-

wards public health. Antimicrobial peptides, which provide a natural defence against a large

range of pathogens, including bacteria and fungi, are emerging as a sustainable substitute

of antibiotics. The peptide-based antimicrobial agents are less prone to bacterial resistance

than the natural antimicrobial agents and has got well-deserved prominence.1–4 However,

serious issues with the naturally occurring antimicrobial peptides are that these natural

peptides are susceptible to degradation by cellular proteases and lack specificity for micro-

bial targets over host cells. In this regard, synthetic oligomers and synthetic peptides which

adopt helical conformations, are coming up as a viable alternative to overcome these limita-

tions of natural antimicrobial peptides.5–8 The present work focuses on a promising class of

potentially novel biomimetic anti-microbial peptides, referred as �-peptides and provides key

atomistic insights of the underlying mechanisms of their membrane-disruption capability, in

comparison to their natural counterparts.

�-peptides are synthetic oligomers of �-amino acids and rationally designed to mimic

and improve the biological activities of their natural counter parts, namely ↵-peptides (Fig-

ure 1). The backbone of a �-amino acid contains an additional carbon atom compared to

↵-amino acid backbone, which provides an additional site for side chain introduction and

makes the �-peptides resistant to degradation by natural proteases.9 In this regard, syn-

thetic oligomers and random copolymers of � amino acids10,11 have recently been shown

to have potent antibacterial12–14 and antifungal15,16 activity. The system of our current

interest is a 10-residue-length �-peptide sequence �Y-(ACHC-ACHC-�K)3 where �Y, �K

and ACHC refer to �-homotyrosine, �-homolysine and trans-2-amino cyclohexyl carboxylic

acid (see Figure 1a). The cyclic constraint of ACHC residues strongly stabilizes this signif-

icantly short �-peptide sequence into a so-called 14-helical conformation and the sequence

arrangement provides an amphiphilic nature where hydrophobic ACHC and hydrophilic �-

homolysine are globally segregated (see Figure 1b). The ability to form stable 14-helical
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amphiphilic conformation by only 10 �-amino residues provides this �-peptide sequence a

greater synthetic advantage over numerous naturally occurring antimicrobial peptides such

as magainin, melittin or LL37, which are relatively much longer in sequence-length.

Experimental investigations led by Gellman and coworkers12 have previously shown that

this specific �-peptide sequence can impart strong anti-bacterial activity on both gram-

positive and gram-negative bacteria at a very low minimum inhibitory concentration (MIC).

The antimicrobial �-peptides were found to be comparable or more potent than the estab-

lished antimicrobial natural peptides and were also found to be less hemolytic than the natu-

ral antimicrobial peptides.5 The trends were similar for the anti-fungal activity of the current

sequence of interest on Candida albicans 15 with MIC value ranging between 16-32 µg/ml.

The �-peptide sequence of our interest (Figure 1) was also found to induce leakage of enzyme

�-galactosidase from Bacillus subtilis,13 thereby suggesting membrane permeabilization by

�-peptides. Nonetheless, while these experimental data provide convincing macroscopic evi-

dence of antimicrobial activity of �Y-(ACHC-ACHC-�K)3, to the best of our knowledge, an

atomistic insight towards the plausible mechanism of the antimicrobial activity of �-peptide,

in comparison to natural antimicrobial peptides, has remained unexplored.

While multiple hypotheses exist1–3 in general to describe the principle steps leading to

the membrane-disruption by antimicrobial peptides, central to all prevailing hypotheses is,

the possibility of water pore formation across membrane by antimicrobial peptides.17,18 In

fact many natural antimicrobial peptides namely magainin-H2, melittin are believed to form

trans-membrane pore across the membrane bilayer.19,20 However, it is also believed that in

general, there is no unique mechanism and it strongly depends on the specific antimicrobial

peptides of interest.21,22 In these contexts, the pertinent question we ask in our current

work: Does the synthetic peptide of our interest act by forming water-filling pore across

the membrane? Or, does it disrupt the membrane integrity in so-called “carpet like"3,4

mechanism? The question is relevant mainly due to the significantly distinct molecular

architecture of these short-chain rigid �-peptide sequence compared to its flexible and longer
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natural counterparts like magainin-H2 and melittin.

The present work, using a combination of multi-microsecond unbiased atomistic com-

puter simulation and enhanced sampling of a 10-residue and 14-helical �-peptide sequence

(presented in Figure 1) on membrane addresses these above-mentioned questions. By system-

atically varying the peptide/lipid (P/L) ratio in our simulations, we provide an atomistic ac-

count of the antimicrobial activity of the �-peptides on a negatively charged 1,2-dipalmitoyl-

sn-glycero-3-phosphoglycerol (DPPG) lipid bilayer. The results so-obtained are further

compared across a mixed bilayer of 1-palmitoyl-3-oleoyl-sn-glycero-2-phosphoethanolamine

(POPE) and 1-palmitoyl-2-oleoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphoglycerol (POPG) lipids which is known

as a model bacterial-mimicking membrane. Using the force field specifically developed for

�-peptides,23,24 our simulation shows that at a lower P/L, the �-peptides glide through the

aqueous media and bind spontaneously on the membrane head group region. At interme-

diate P/L, the �-peptides start to self-assemble and adsorption on the membrane-interface

becomes aggregation-limited, with a very small subset of peptides ultimately adsorbing to

the membrane-head group interface. At higher P/L, our long simulation trajectories reveal

significant water leakage in the membrane interior, accompanied by membrane deformation.

However, the water leakage induced by these antimicrobial �-peptides are not found to be

trans-membrane-spanning. By subsequent enhanced sampling molecular dynamics simula-

tions (see material and methods and Figure S1 for reaction coordinate) we confirm that the

formation of a transmembrane pore would require these short peptides to align in a normal

fashion with respect to the membrane interface and stretch to encompass the entire mem-

brane, which is free energetically highly unfavorable. Nonetheless, apart from the observation

of water leakage inside the membrane, at high P/L, these biomimetic peptides induce signif-

icant disorder in bilayer accompanied by membrane deformation due to strain imposed by

the �-peptides. The work not only puts forward a working mechanism of the antimicrobial

activity of the biomimetic peptides, but also elucidates key distinction in the mechanistic

action between natural antimicrobial peptides and the short-chain synthetic oligomers.
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Figure 1: Structure and sequence of 10-residue antimicrobial �-peptide �Y-(ACHC-ACHC-
�K)3 under current study. a) Chemical structure of �Y-(ACHC-ACHC-�K)3 , b) Top view
and side view of the three-dimensional structure of the same �-peptide in its stable 14-helical
conformation.

Results

Membrane attachment of �-peptides is aggregation-limited

Figure 2a) and 2b) respectively show the time profiles and the static density profiles of

z-component of center of mass distance(C.O.M) of �-peptides and DPPG membrane cen-

ter at different P/L ratios (see Material and Methods). As depicted in Figure 2, at low

P/L ratio of 1:128 the �-peptide, initially present in aqueous media, gradually approaches

the headgroup-water interface of the DPPG lipid bilayer and eventually, at a time scale

of 500-800 ns, the �-peptide ultimately gets attached in the membrane interface of water

and lipid head group as monomeric individuals. This is depicted by the density profile (see

Figure 2b) of each individual �-peptide relative to that of the phosphate groups. Repre-

sentative snapshots of the simulations, as shown in Figure 3, render a pictorial view of the

membrane-partitioned state of the �-peptides at low to high P/L ratios. As the P/L ratio

is increased, the �-peptides start to self-assemble and the approach of �-peptides towards

the membrane interface becomes aggregation-limited. As illustrated by the time and density
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Figure 2: a) Time profile and b) density profile of Z direction of center of mass position of
peptides relative to membrane center of mass of DPPG lipid bilayer at low, medium and
high P/L ratio.

profiles and as rendered by the representative snapshots of the �-peptides in DPPG bilayer,

at a medium P/L ratios equal to 4:128, our simulation result reveals that 2-3 copies of �-

peptides self-aggregate in water and approach the membrane interface of DPPG bilayer as

aggregate. The self-assembled structure of the �-peptides, with charged �-Lysine groups

facing the negatively charged lipid bilayer prevent themselves in getting partitioned across

the lipid head-group and water interface. This is evident from the density profiles (Fig-

ure 2b)) of �-peptides relative to the phosphate group of membrane at medium and higher

P/L. We find that at very high P/L ratio, majority of the �-peptide copies can not get past

that of the phosphate groups of DPPG membrane. A comparison with the representative

snapshots in Figure 3 also confirms that at high P/L ratio, �-peptide copies, which remain as

single individual entity, without getting self-assembled, can get past the phosphate group of

DPPG membrane bilayer, while those which are part of an aggregate, remain limited to the

membrane head group. A closer inspection of the snapshot of �-peptides in DPPG bilayer
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at higher P/L ratio further reveals that the �-peptide self-assembly is mainly driven by the

hydrophobic association of ACHC �-amino acid residues and the aggregate remains stable

due to favorable electrostatic interaction of the positively charged and exposed �-Lysine

groups of the aggregate with the negatively charged head group of DPPG membrane. It is

to be noted that the initial configuration of all simulation consists of all the �-peptides on

same side of the membrane bilayer.

As evident from the simulation snapshots, because of periodic boundary condition(PBC),

the �-peptides are capable of arranging themselves on both the leaflets of the membrane in

the equilibrated snapshot. However, we note that only a very small fraction of all the

peptides, starting on the upper leaflet, gets adsorbed on the lower leaflet. Majority of the

peptides stay on the upper leaflet and overall antimicrobial effects on the membrane is mainly

guided by the peptides on the upper leaflet. As will be shown later, the membrane properties

such as water density profile near lower leaflet, lipid tail order parameter of lower leaflet does

not change significantly across P/L ratio, when compared with that near upper leaflet.

The self-aggregation propensity of specific amphiphilic �-peptide of our current inter-

est is experimentally quite well known in aqueous media.25–27 The atomistic simulation of

these �-peptides in presence of DPPG membrane interface presented in this article reveals

that the self-assembly behavior of these �-peptides competes with their membrane-activity,

making the membrane attachment process of the �-peptides aggregation-dependent. We

note that our choice of DPPG membrane is mainly motivated by the fact that bacterial

membrane is overall negatively charged and in fact negatively charged DPPG membrane

has previously served as a suitable model membrane to explore antimicrobial property.28

However, it is known that PG-type lipid is only composed of 15 % of the entire phospholipid

in Escherichia coli membrane and mostly the inner membrane.29 To further investigate the

specific role of membrane-bilayer composition on membrane-activity and self-aggregation be-

havior of �-peptides, we carried out same set of simulations using a mixed membrane bilayer

of POPE and POPG at a ratio of 5.3:1, which is usually considered as an optimum model of
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β-pep%des	in	
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β-pep%des	in	
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Low	 Medium	 High	Pep%de/Lipid:	

Figure 3: Representative snapshots of the �-peptide(s) and the interfacial water interacting
with the membrane at a range of P/L ratio. Top: In DPPG bilayer and Bottom: In the
mixed bilayer of POPE/POPG. Color code: lipid tails are cyan lines,head groups are red
lines, water oxygen atoms are illustrated by pink spheres. The �-peptides are shown in
licorice representation with hydrophobic ACHC residues in blue, �-lysine groups in red and
�-tyrosines are in yellow. The initial configuration of all simulations have all copies of �-
peptides on same side of the membrane.
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bacterial membrane.30 The density profiles of �-peptides in POPE/POPG mixed bilayer in

Figure S2 in SI, show the same trend as in DPPG bilayer at low P/L ratio, with single copy

of �-peptide reaching past the phosphate groups of the membrane. Corresponding snapshot

at Figure 3 at low P/L ratio echoes the same trend in both DPPG and POPE/POPG bilayer,

with the �-peptide getting partitioned across the bilayer. On the other hand, at medium

P/L ratio, representative snapshots of the �-peptides in POPE/POPG bilayer show that the

�-peptides actually approach the bilayer as single monomeric individual and spontaneously

get partitioned across the bilayer interface past the phosphate groups. The absence of self-

assembly of the �-peptides in presence of POPE/POPG bilayer (at 5.3:1 ratio) illustrates

a contrasting picture of �-peptides in DPPG bilayer at intermediate P/L ratio. We believe

that significantly reduced negative charge density of lipid head groups in POPE/POPG bi-

layer compared to DPPG bilayer destabilizes any preformed �-peptide aggregate and results

in the dispersal of the aggregates on the membrane interface. However, as seen in the repre-

sentative snapshots in Figure 3, higher P/L ratio promotes stronger �-peptide self-assembly

and hence the �-peptides adsorb on the membrane as aggregate in both DPPG membrane

and POPE/POPG mixed membrane. In other words, at a very high P/L ratio, �-peptides

respond almost similarly to both DPPG and POPE/POPG bilayers. Hence, as a common

point of interest, at high P/L ratio, we hereafter focus on the action of �-peptides towards sin-

gle DPPG membrane only. The observed self-aggregation propensity of �-peptides, specially

in presence of negatively charged membranes in the current work, suggests that �-peptides

might have the potential of triggering bacterial agglutination as part of its mechanism of

action as previously noted in some antimicrobial peptides and amyloids.31,32 However, this

certainly needs to be tested by new experiments in future.

�-peptides remain parallel and helical upon membrane adsorption

The angular distribution of the �-peptides relative to the surface-normal of membrane sheds

light on the fashion of membrane-attachment of the �-peptides. This is illustrated in Figure
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S3 (see SI). Our simulation results show that at very low P/L ratio, the peptide individually

attaches to the membrane interface (Figure 2b)), the angular distributions with the z-axis

tend to peak around 80-90 degree implying the membrane-attachment of these �-peptides in

a parallel fashion (Figure S3 in SI). As the concentration of �-peptide increases, the mem-

brane attachments become aggregation limited which also influences the relative orientation

of the �-peptides with respect to the membrane interface. As depicted in Figure S3, in case

of medium to high P/L ratios, those �-peptides which could get attached to the membrane

interface individually without getting self-aggregated in aqueous media, maintain a parallel

orientation with the membrane interface. On the other hand, the �-peptide copies which

get self-aggregated in aqueous media and can not partition themselves across the mem-

brane interface, retain an isotropic distribution typical of aqueous media. The spontaneous

propensity of �-peptides attaining a parallel orientation with the membrane interface after

attachment can be rationalised by their amphiphilic nature. The �-peptides attach to the

membrane-surface in a parallel fashion so that the hydrophobic ACHC groups can remain in

touch with the hydrophobic lipid tails and charged �-Lysine residues can optimally interact

with the membrane polar head groups.

�-peptides are known for their high stability of 14-helical conformation in aqueous me-

dia.33 It is therefore a key question how the interaction with the membrane interface can

influence the secondary structure of the �-peptides. Figure S4 in SI compares the distri-

bution of root mean squared deviation of C-alpha atoms from the ideal helical structure of

these �-peptides after membrane-attachments. We find that the secondary structure remains

14-helical even after membrane insertion. This is consistent with the previous experiments

by Gellman and coworkers12,15 suggesting that the �-peptides maintain same signature of

secondary structure both in membrane and in aqueous media. The observed retention of the

helical nature by these short-chain �-peptides both in aqueous solution and in membrane

interface are quite distinct from some of the well-studied natural antimicrobial peptides.

Melittin and magainin-H219,20 for example do not require strong helical architecture yet
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demonstrate significant antimicrobial activity. As we will find in the next sections, the

propensity of retaining the 14-helical structure by these short-chain helical �-peptides in the

membrane environment, compared to the flexibility displayed by natural antimicrobial pep-

tides, have significant implication in the membrane-behavior of these synthetic oligomers.
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Figure 4: a): Comparison of the number density of the water molecules of DPPG bilayer
as a function of P/L ratio. The results are shown only for upper leaflet of the bilayer. b)
Representative snapshot of water leakage inside the membrane for P/L ratio of 9/128 in
DPPG bilayer. Color code: lipid tails are cyan lines,head groups are red lines, water oxygen
atoms are illustrated by pink spheres. The �-peptides are shown in licorice representation
with hydrophobic ACHC residues in blue, �-lysine groups in red and �-tyrosines are in
yellow. c) Same figure as in b) but the water molecules are blurred so that �-peptides are
shown with clarity

�-peptides at a high P/L ratio induce partial water leakage in mem-

brane

The most interesting observation of our current work is that at high P/L ratio, water

molecules partially leak through the upper leaflet of the membrane. As presented by the

water density profile in Figure 4a) near upper leaflet, we find that while there is negligible

water density inside the membrane at low P/L ratio, the number of water molecules grad-

ually increases with higher peptide concentrations, and with a considerable number of pore

waters within the membrane center at a very high P/L ratio of 9:128. At this high peptide to
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lipid ratio of 9:128, the water number density is significantly higher in the membrane interior

compared to that at a lower P/L ratio. The representative snapshots shown in Figure 4b)

and 4c) also render a pictorial view of the water leakage inside the membrane interior. In-

terestingly, we find that water molecules translocating inside the membrane interior closely

follow the �-peptides which had got adsorbed in the membrane. The observation implies

that these �-peptides, while getting partitioned in the membrane-water interface, also bring

water molecules along with them, thereby leading to water leakage. However, intriguingly,

we find that these water leakage induced by the �-peptides are not membrane-spanning in

nature. We reiterate that a P/L ratio of 9/128 might seem relatively higher than what

is generally being used for natural antimicrobial peptides such as magainin-H2 or mellittin.

However, we here emphasize that these �-peptides are significantly shorter (only 10 residues)

in chain-length and lower in molecular weight than that of magainin-H2 (23-residue), melit-

tin (27-residues) or LL37 (37-residues) and hence for a similar P/L ratio, the concentration

of the amphiphilic �-peptides will be much lower than that of typical antimicrobial peptides.

Our specific observation of water pores not being transmembrane-spanning in the case of

�-peptides is quite distinct compared to the two well-studied natural antimicrobial peptides,

melittin and magainin-H2. Previously, the formation of a transmembrane-spanning toroidal

pore has been well established for melittin.20,34 It has also been suggested that multiple copies

of melittin exercise sufficient flexibility in lining along the water pores. Similar observation

of toroidal pore, albeit disordered, has also been made for magainin-H2.19 Taken together,

these comparisons allude to a different mechanism of action for the �-peptides compared to

the natural peptides and calls for a physical interpretation of these suggested differences in

the case of these synthetic oligomers.
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Figure 5: Top Left: Free energy profile of internalization of a three-peptide aggregate with
DPPG bilayer as a function of z component of peptide-membrane separation. Top left: Two-
dimensional Free energy profile of the association of a three-peptide aggregate with the DPPG
bilayer as a function of z-component distance of peptide-membrane separation and angle of
the peptide-cluster orientation relative to the membrane normal. Bottom: Representative
snapshots near minima and maxima of free energy profile. Color code: lipid tails are cyan
lines, head groups are red lines, water oxygen atoms are illustrated by pink spheres. The
�-peptides are shown in licorice representation with hydrophobic ACHC residues in blue,
�-lysine groups in red and �-tyrosines are in yellow.

Formation of trans-membrane water channel by short-chain �-peptides

is free energetically unfavorable

To investigate further why these peptide-induced water leakages are not membrane-spanning

in nature, we perform umbrella sampling simulation, an enhanced sampling technique, to

understand the underlying free-energetic origin. The details are provided in Material and
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Methods. Specifically, we choose a three-member stable cluster of the �-peptides that is

partitioned at the membrane-water interface and the umbrella sampling is performed using

the z-component of the distance of separation of the center of mass of the cluster and the

membrane as the designated reaction coordinate (⇠) (see Figure S1 in SI for a schematic

representation of the reaction coordinate). The resulting free energy profile as a function of

collective variable, as depicted in Figure 5, provides key insights on the interaction of the

membrane with the peptide and on the plausibility of transmembrane water pore formation.

The global minima of the free energy profile corresponds to the aforementioned equilibrium

structure of subset of peptides being adsorbed at the interface at ⇠=1.5 nm, with water

being partially translocated in the membrane. However, as the value of of ⇠ decreases, the

peptide cluster gradually approaches towards the center of the membrane and we find that

the free energy monotonically increases. The maxima of the free energy profile at ⇠=0, in

fact corresponds to a conformation in which the peptides are vertically stretched out across

the membrane bilayer accompanied by the formation of the transmembrane pore with water

being lined up encompassing the entire bilayer. This suggests that the formation of so-called

transmembrane pore is free energetically highly unfavorable in the case of these short-chain �-

peptide oligomers. Fig. S5 in SI text provides a quantitative illustration of this observation,

by projecting the free energetics along both ⇠ and Number of waters present within the

membrane(Nw), as computed from trajectories of umbrella-sampling windows. We find that

while the free energy minima near the interface at ⇠=1.5 nm is associated with considerable

number of waters, the peptide positioned in the membrane interior (corresponding to smaller

⇠) might be associated with very large number of water but at the expense of very high free

energy. A multi-dimensional projection of the free energy profile along ⇠ direction and the

angle of orientation with the z-axis, as shown in top right of Figure 5, provides further insights

on the prohibitiveness of transmembrane pore formation by these antimicrobial �-peptides.

We find that the �-peptides are required to have a vertical orientation with the membrane

surface (angle with the z-axis being between 0-30 degree) to induce a membrane-spanning
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pore at smaller ⇠, which is free energetically highly unfavorable. This can be attributed to the

fact that the vertical orientation with the membrane surface exposes the hydrophilic �Lysine

residues to the hydrophobic lipid tails which is free energetically very expensive. Moreover,

the inherently rigid structure and short chain length makes it thermodynamically unfavorable

for the �-peptides to stretch across the membrane, rendering the transmembrane orientation

of the accompanying water highly unlikely. Previous free energy estimations for natural

antimicrobial peptide melittin35 have suggested a free energy barrier between surface-bound

and transmembrane state of melittin and it has been found that the presence of multiple

copies of melittin can stabilize the transmembrane structure. However, this is majorly due to

the flexible helicity of melittin which provides key impetus for a transmembrane orientation.

Together, these results provide a clear rationale for this distinct behavior of the antimicrobial

�-peptides in membrane environment and points towards the short and rigid molecular

architecture of the �-peptides as a key factor in deciding its nature of membrane action.

We note that the choice of a specific cluster for umbrella sampling is majorly guided

by the observation of a cluster, which remains stable over a significant period of simulation

time. While we have chosen a single cluster to perform the free energy calculation of peptide

internalization, we note that the purpose of this umbrella sampling simulation has to be con-

sidered as a test of hypothesis of possibility of pore formation by the beta-peptide aggregates.

The free energy profile computed from umbrella sampling paints a qualitatively consistent

picture with the observation from unbiased multi-microsecond simulations: while the beta-

peptides can induce partial water leakage inside the membrane, the chances of formation of

trans-membrane pore are remote. It is quite possible that the free energy profile reported

in the work can have quantitative variation with respect to choice of cluster. However, we

believe that the qualitative picture obtained in the current study will remain unchanged.
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Figure 6: a) Comparison of Deuterium order parameter(Scd) of the DPPG upper leaflet
at different P/L ratio. b) Comparison of bilayer thickness profile of the DPPG leaflet at
different P/L ratio.

�-peptides at a higher concentration disrupt membrane integrity

The antimicrobial agents are known to influence the mechanical integrity of the membrane

bilayer. To investigate the effect of these �-peptides on the membrane, we compute the deu-

terium order parameter of the lipid tails and the two-dimensional density profile of the lipid

molecule on the membrane-attaching leaflets of the bilayer. As depicted in Figure 6(a), the

value of the order parameter increases with the increase of peptide concentration suggesting

that peptide attachment on the top of the bilayer retards the motion of the lipid molecules

beneath it. This trend is quite similar to that reported by Vemparala and coworkers,36 al-

beit for a different antimicrobial peptide. As a consequence of antimicrobial activity of these

�-peptides, inhomogeneity in the lateral density profile of the membranes is also observed as

the peptide/lipid ratio is gradually increased. As is evident from the density profiles in Fig-

ure 6(b), with increasing peptide concentration, the self-aggregation of the �-peptides causes

significant fluctuation of density in the membrane morphology. The stress induced by the

self-assembled �-peptides induces deep trough in the membrane with certain regions of the

membrane having larger height. The surface area per lipid also reduces considerably with the

increase of peptide concentration (See Table S1 in SI). The overall trend in bilayer thickness

and membrane surface area points towards strong antimicrobial action of these short-chain

�-peptides. Finally, we note very weak variation in the water density profiles and lipid-tail
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order parameters of the lower leaflets with increasing peptide concentration(Figure S6 in

SI). These results collectively suggest that the perturbation in the lower leaflet of the lipid

bilayer is minimal and the overall antimicrobial effect of �-peptides is majorly induced by

the �-peptide adsorption in the upper leaflet only.

Discussion

Unravelling the mechanistic action of antimicrobial agents at an atomistic resolution has

always been desirable from both experimental and computational perspectives. Specifically,

it remains more intriguing to decipher the membrane-disrupting mechanism for amphiphilic

�-peptides which manifest strong antimicrobial properties despite being much shorter in

chain-length and lower molecular weight than their natural counterparts. Towards this

end, our current microsecond computer simulation at an atomistic length scale closes an

important gap towards understanding the antimicrobial activity of these short-chain syn-

thetic oligomers. Unlike precedent computer simulation studies, which have explored mainly

membrane-attachment of peptides at a low Peptide/Lipid ratio or which have started with

manually preformed specific transmembrane pore,21,22 our current work takes a step for-

ward and investigates the thermodynamic feasibility of membrane disruption of these rigid

10-residue-long �-peptide foldamers with extensively varied P/L ratios. The present work

brings out key differences between the rod-like short-chain synthetic �-peptides and the

long-sequenced flexible natural peptides in their interaction with the membrane. As a key

result, we observe spontaneous water leakage in the membrane at a high P/L ratio. Our

work, using enhanced computer simulation approach, also provides a quantitative free ener-

getic account of the prohibitiveness of transmembrane pore formation by these short-chain

�-peptides as opposed to the observed partial water leakage. The ability to simulate the

spontaneous formation of water pore inside the membrane interior via multi microsecond

atomistic computer simulations also speaks highly in favor of specially designed CHARMM-
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compatible parameterized forcefield of �-peptides.23,24 Our work puts forward a distinctive

case regarding the antimicrobial activity of non-natural oligomers and compares it with

established natural peptides. Overall, our work unequivocally shows that, unlike natural

peptides, which impart their antimicrobial activity via formation of trans-membrane water-

pore across the membranes, these short and rigid antimicrobial �-peptides have a distinct

mechanistic action: A joint effort by induction of partial water-leakage in the membrane

coupled with aggregation-driven membrane deformation by these �-peptides is required to

disrupt the membrane integrity.

The current work opens up multitudes of opportunities towards understanding of the

mechanistic aspects of the membrane-disruption capability by both natural and biomimetic

macromolecules. The large scale membrane deformation via curvature formation by many

charged peptides37 including �-peptides38 is of utmost interest and in this regard the develop-

ment of a coarse-grained model for �-peptides is currently underway. Moreover, recent works

by Gellman and coworkers on exploring random copolymeric �-peptides as cost-effective and

efficient antimicrobial agents are being seen as major paradigm shifts.39–41 These works sug-

gest a departure from the preconceived notion of helical propensity as a key pre-requisite

for the manifestation of antimicrobial activity and open up possibilities of venturing into

atomistic view of these random copolymeric antimicrobial agents. The significant aggre-

gation propensity of �-peptides in presence of membrane as observed in the current work

also partly insinuates that �-peptides might have the potential of triggering bacterial ag-

glutination as part of its mechanism of action as found in some antimicrobial peptides and

amyloids,31,32 which certainly warrants future experiments to test the idea.

Finally, pore formation capability by antimicrobial peptides is currently being looked

at as only one of the multiple facets of the overall realm of action of these membrane-

disrupting agents.31,42 The membrane active natural peptides, such as melittin, have been

found to induce lipid extraction from membranes,43 a critical process for many biological

events. In this regard, specific segment of peptides, cholesterol and methylation levels of
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phospholipids among many others have been found to play an important role in membrane

fragmentation.44,45 These works unravel new prospects of future investigations.

Materials and Method

Due to the complex nature and composition of bacterial membrane, in this work we focus on

a relatively simpler lipid bilayer model which is used as a good membrane-mimic for in vitro

study. Majority of our simulations has been performed by the membrane constituted by a

negatively charged bilayer using a total of 128 DPPG lipid molecules. The use of DPPG lipid

bilayer is mainly due to the fact that bacterial membrane are overall negatively charged and

DPPG membrane has previously been used as a model membrane to explore antimicrobial

property.28 The utilization of DPPG bilayer also provides us a good reference for exploring

the membrane activity of the �-peptides on a purely negatively charged bilayer. Nonethe-

less, we have also compared significant part of our results using a mixed bilayer of POPE

and POPG at a ratio of 5.3:1, which is currently being considered as an optimum bacte-

rial membrane model.30 The lipid bilayers were first assembled along with water molecules

(around 7200 molecules) using CHARMM-GUI web server46 and charge neutralized using

K+ ions. The charge neutralized lipid bilayer was then energy-minimized and equilibrated

for 200 ns (simulation schemes are detailed later). Three different systems were set up by

independently inserting 1, 4, and 9 copies of �-peptides respectively in the aqueous media of

the equilibrated DPPG bilayer and subsequently removing the overlapping water molecules.

We will refer these systems with the peptide to lipid ratio of 1/128, 4/128 and 9/128 as

“Low", “Medium" and “High" P/L. It is worth mentioning that in all our simulations, all

�-peptide copies were initially placed on same side of the membrane in the aqueous me-

dia. However, the periodic boundary condition might allow the peptides to remain adsorbed

on both leaflets. But, as we will find from our simulation results, the net density of pep-

tides on upper leaflet was be found to be always higher than that at lower P/L ratio and
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the membrane properties near the lower leaflets were largely unchanged across P/L ratio.

We also note that similar protocols of periodic boundary conditions in all three directions

have been used in many previous works.19,20 One of the rationales behind using periodic

boundary condition in these works has been that peptides can be found to remain adsorbed

asymmetrically or symmetrically on both leaflets of bilayers.34

To account for the residual positive charges introduced by the addition of the �-peptides

(each having three �-lysine groups) in the aqueous media of the membrane, appropriate

number of K+ ions were removed so that each of the final systems are rendered charge-neutral.

Figure S7 represents the initial configuration of the simulation in two cases: namely, single

copy of �-peptide in the aqueous phase of the membrane (Figure S7 a)) and nine copies of

�-peptides in the aqueous phase of the membrane, all in the same side of the bilayer (Figure

S7 b)). We note that a P/L ratio of 9/128 of �-peptide to lipid molecules might apparently

seem to be much higher than that usually employed in computer simulation for natural

antimicrobial peptides such as magainin, melittin or LL37. However, we need to take into

account the fact that the specific �-peptide of our interest is only 10-residue length oligomer

in contrast to relatively longer sequence-length and higher molecular weight of typical natural

antimicrobial peptides (23 residues for magainin and 27 residue for melittin and 37 residues

for LL37). Hence, the overall concentration of the �-peptides used in the current work is at

par with their relatively longer natural counterparts.

CHARMM36 forcefield parameters47 were employed to model lipid molecules, as these are

known to provide a tensionless bilayer at ambient temperature and pressure. The CHARMM

forcefields, specifically parameterized for these �-peptides by Zhu et al.,23,24 and previously

used by Mondal et al48 was employed here to model the �-peptides. Finally, the water

molecules are modeled by CHARMM-TIP3P water model49 due to its compatibility with the

parameters of lipid molecules. CHARMM47 parameters were also used for the parameters

of ions. Each of these systems with �-peptide(s) and lipid molecules were simulated until

majority of the peptide copies get attached to the membrane surface. The simulation length,
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in this process, was ranged between 1 to 3 microsecond for each trajectory. All simulations

were performed using a time step of 2 femtosecond and each simulation was repeated multiple

occasions by varying the velocity seeds.

As will be discussed in the results later, our simulated trajectory with P/L of 9/128

reveals spontaneous water leakage inside the membrane i.e. water molecules spontaneously

leak through the membrane interior. To investigate the free energetics of water pore forma-

tion in the system composed of 9 �-peptides and DPPG lipid bilayer, apart from equilibrium

simulations, we performed additional umbrella sampling simulations. Towards this end, we

used the z-component of the distance between the center of mass of the membrane and the

center of mass (C.O.M.) of a cluster of three copies of �-peptides that were located at the

membrane-water interface, as a reaction coordinate designated as ⇠ (For the illustration, see

Figure S1 in Supporting information(SI)). The choice of this reaction coordinate is mainly

motivated by the previous observation50 that pulling a phosphate group to the membrane

center triggers the formation of a water pore, primarily because the charged phosphate group

drags water inside the membrane. Hence, formation of water pore has been always consid-

ered a result of peptide insertion inside membrane. Similar reaction coordinate has been

used in past50–52 with success and has provided very useful insights. We have employed

umbrella sampling scheme for 26 windows corresponding to the values of ⇠ ranging from 0

to 2.5 nm, at an interval of 0.1 nm. The initial configuration corresponding to ⇠ = 0.3 to

2.5 nm were partly obtained from equilibrium simulation trajectory involving P/L of 9:128

and were partly obtained from steered molecular dynamics simulation. Each of the windows

were subjected to a harmonic restraint of force constant 2000 kJ/mol/nm2 and then sam-

pled for 150 ns (hence a total sampling of 3.9 microsecond). Finally, Weighted Histogram

Analysis Method (WHAM)53 has been implemented to obtain underlying potential of mean

force from the umbrella sampled time-series data. Bootstrapping error analysis has been

performed to estimate the statistical uncertainties associated with the free energy profile.

As will be discussed in the results section, we have also projected the free energy landscape
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along other dimensions, namely number of water in the membrane-interior (Nw) and angle

of peptides with membrane-normal by reweighing the joint probability distribution with the

one-dimensional umbrella-sampled free energy along ⇠. However, a more quantitative probe

of pore formation might require explicit incorporation of membrane-water density as accom-

panying reaction coordinate in the umbrella sampling approach, which will be considered in

future.54

All atomistic simulations were performed using Gromacs-5.0.6 software package.55 Each

of the simulations was first subjected to an energy-minimization and subsequently, classical

Molecular dynamics was performed at constant pressure of 1 bar and constant tempera-

ture of 323 K. Each of the components (�-peptides, lipids and water molecules) were also

coupled separately with the thermostat. The temperature was maintained at the desired

value by employing Nose Hoover temperature coupling scheme56,57 using a coupling con-

stant of 1 ps. A semi-isotropic pressure coupling using Parrinello-Rahman protocol58 was

implemented to maintain the desired pressure of 1 bar. The pressure coupling constants and

compressibilities along xy and z directions were 5 ps and 4.5 ⇥ 105 bar�1 respectively. In all

simulations, center of mass motions were removed every 100 steps for �-peptides, lipids and

water molecules individually. Verlet cutoff59 schemes were implemented for Lennard-Jones

interaction extending upto 1.2 nm while particle mesh Ewald schemes were implemented for

treating electrostatic interactions. All bond lengths involving hydrogen atoms of the protein

and the lipids were constrained using the LINCS60 algorithm and water hydrogen bonds

were fixed using the SETTLE approach.61 Simulations were performed using the leapfrog

integrator with a time step of 2 fs and initiated by randomly assigning the velocities of all

particles from a Maxwell-Boltzman distribution.

To quantify the order of lipid bilayers, second rank order parameter62
P2 = 1/2(3cos2(✓)

- 1) was computed for consecutive bonds, with ✓ being the angle between the direction of the

bond and the normal to the bilayer. Perfect alignment with the bilayer normal is indicated

by P2 = 1, perfect anti alignment with P2 = -0.5, and a random orientation with P2 = 0. The
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lateral density profile and the area per lipid of the membranes (by considering the presence

of the �-peptides) were also computed using “GRIDMAT MD" program.63
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Table S1: Area-per-lipids of DPPG bilayer at different peptide to lipid ratio

Upper leaflet
System Area-per-lipid (Å2)
Pure DPPG 65.31 ± 1.00
P/L=1/128 61.13 ± 1.84
P/L=4/128 55.22 ± 1.84
P/L=9/128 40.97 ± 1.14

Lower leaflet
System Area-per-lipid( Å2)
Pure DPPG 65.32 ± 0.90
P/L=1/128 65.95 ± 1.54
P/L=4/128 61.11 ± 1.79
P/L=9/128 58.29 ± 1.21
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Figure S1: Schematic demonstration of the distance in Z direction between the center of mass
co-ordinate of the peptide cluster and the membrane center as represented by the reaction
coordinate ⇠.
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Figure S2: Density profile of Z direction of center of mass position of peptides relative to
the membrane center of mass at low, medium and high P/L ratios in case of POPE/POPG
lipid bilayer. Also plotted the density profile of phosphate groups of the lipid bilayers.
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Figure S3: Probability distribution of angle of peptides with z-axis (normal to the membrane-
surface) of DPPG bilayer at low, medium and high P/L ratios.
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Figure S4: Probability distribution of root-mean-squared deviation of �-peptides from an
ideal 14-helical structure at different P/L ratios.
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Figure S5: Two-dimensional projection of Free energy profile of the association of a three-
peptide aggregate with the DPPG bilayer as a function of z-component distance of peptide-
membrane center-of-mass separation (⇠) and number of water inside the membrane interior
(Nw). The free energy scale is reported in kcal/mol.
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Figure S6: Bilayer property of Lower leaflet of the DPPG membranes : Top: The water-
density profile of lower leaflets does not change appreciably with increase in P/L ratio.
Bottom: The change in lipid order parameter values of lower leaflet of the bilayer with
increasing P/L ratio is relatively smaller than that in upper leaflet.
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Figure S7: Snapshot of starting configurations for simulation of �-peptide(s) in presence of
DPPG lipid bilayer: a) Initial configuration corresponding to simulation of single copy of
�-peptide in the aqueous phase of the membrane, b) initial configuration corresponding to
simulation of 9 copies �-peptides in aqueous phase of the DPPG membrane. All copies of
�-peptides have been placed on the same side of the bilayer. Color code: lipid tails are cyan
lines, head groups are red lines, water oxygen atoms are illustrated by pink spheres. The
�-peptides are shown in licorice representation with hydrophobic ACHC residues in blue,
�-lysine groups in red and �-tyrosines are in yellow.
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